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ABSTRACT II. MCNP WITH PVM

Issues related to distributed-memory multipro- The Monte Carlo neutron, photon, and electron
cessing as applied to Monte Carlo radiation transport transport code MCNP, developed by Los Alamos
are discussed. Measurements of communication over- National Laboratory (LANL, Radiation Transport
head are presented for the radiation transport code Group), was recently released to the Radiation Shield-
MCNP1 which employs the communication software ing Information Center (RSIC) as MCNP 4A. This
packagePVM, _ and averageefficiencycurvesarepro- versionofMCNP has an extensivelistof new fea-
videdfora homogeneousvirtualmachine, tures,includinganenhancedstatisticalanalysispack-

age,supportofX-windowgraphics,enhancementsto
I.INTRODUCTION criticalityanalysisand output,ENDF/B-VI physics,

repeatedstructurestallies,particletrackoutput,and

High-performance workstations have emerged as a multiprocessing with PVM (to mention a few). Ira-
primary computing resource of the scientific commu- plementation of this last feature allows foc the simub
nity. A recent timing study shows that performance taneous execution of a single problem on a cluster of
of sequential application codes on such workstations UNIX-based workstations, producing a speedup that
can attair_or even surpass that of mainframes. 3 Monte approaches the number of processors. This was ac-
Carlo radiation transport codes, like MCNP, fall complished with the following requirements:
into this category. Furthermore, order-of-magnitude
speedup can be achieved with such codes when exe- (1) The PVM version of MCNP tracks exactly (i.e.,
cuted on virtual machines comprised of workstation gives the same results)with that of the sequential
clusters interconnected by a high-speed network. Sev- version. This is important for software quality as-
eral message-passing software packages have been de- surance. Slight differences do occur in the output
veloped to exploit these virtual machines. One such files (e.g., error messages), but the tallies track
package, Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM), has been exactly.
implemented within MCNP (version 4A), and prelim- (2) All other important MCNP features are compati-
inary work has shown the speedup to be nearly linear hie with this feature. As with multitasking, minor
with the number of processors.4 exceptions include event-log printing, debug print-

ing, and particle track output.
The following sections discuss various issues re- (3) A single executable controls both the master task

lated to the implementation of PVM into MCNP, and its subtasks. All inter-task communication
quantify the communication overhead present in MCNP is performed in one subroutine, MSGCON, where
calculations, and present efficiency results for a homo- task identification numbers are used to distinguish
geneous SUb, workstation cluster, between the master task and all subtasks. These

task numbers are assigned upon enrollment into
the PVM libraries. Table 1 outlines the MCNP
FORTRAN routine MSGCON which is divided
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into three sections: initialization, work assign- However. the advantages of upgrading to PV.M3X far
ment, and collection of results. The latter two are outweigh these listed frustrations. A few noteworthy
executed during each processor rendezvous (dis- 3.X improvements follow:
cussed below). Note, each of these sections are

further subdivided into coding for the master task (1) User interface was greatly enhanced.
and that for the subtask. (2) Additional information is now available (host

names, speeds, etc.) which enables load bal-
PVM is a communication soRware package de- ancing and fault tolerance.

veloped by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). (3) Enhanced manual and examples.
MCNP 4A supports PVM version 3.1.4, although the (4) Streamlining of the data packing and unpack-
results published here were obtained with version 3.2 ing routines.
(a minor upgrade is required to use version 3.2). This
communication package supports a variety of com- IlI. EFFICIENCY WITH OVERHEAD
munication networks (e.g., Ethernet, Internet, FDDI,
SLA) and numerous UNIX computer systems (e.g., Amdahl's law for theoretical speedup on multipro-
Cray, HP, DEC, Sun, SGI, IBM). The virtuaI machine cessor systems states the following

usedinthiswork was comprisedof16Sun 4/50IPX S = Tt/(T,+ T,=) (I)
workstationsconnectedby an Ethernetnetwork.

whereTlmtaskexecutiontime for• singleproces-
The followingfrustrationswereencounteredinup- sor,T,-executiontimeofthesequentialportion,and

gradingfromPVM 2.Xto3.X: T,_-executiontimeof the multiprocessingportion.
MonteCarlotransporthasthedistinctadvantagethat

(I)In PVM 2.X,convenientintegerswere usedto thesequentialinitializationportionisgenerallyvery
identifytasks,calledinstancenumbers(ranging smallcomparedtothetotalexecutiontime,evenwhen
from 0 to the number of processorsminus I). multiprocessing.ThusTj,_T,,andAmdahl'slawbe-
Theseare replacedby complextaskidentifiers comes
(tids) in PVM 3.X. Whereas the instance num- S = TilT= (2)
hers were handy in determining subtask variable In general, this theoretical limit can not .be achieved
offsets, the new tids are not. Enrolling in the new due to varying degrees of communication overhead. To
"dynamic process groups" proved a difficult, if not account for such overhead, Eq. (2) is modified as
impossible, way to retrieve the old instance num-
bers. As a last resort, instance numbers are de- S = TI/(T,, + To) (3)

rived from the order of tids returned to the master where To=time spent on communication overhead. On
task from the PVMFSPAWN routine. Each sub- common memory systems, this overhead includes lock
task determines its instance number from this lid synchronization, memory overlap, etc.s On distributed
array upon receipt from the master task. memory systems, as addressed in this paper, this over-

(2) Significant changes were required to accommodate head includes additional coding, message buffering,
the new naming conventions introduced with vet- idle or "sleep" time, etc. Clearly To is minimized
sion 3.X. An extra layer of subroutine calls were by minimizing processor communication. In .MC,NP
added to alleviate such changes in future ver- this translates to minimizing the number of proces-
sions. This is shown in Table 1 where subroutine sor rendezvous (currently, communication occurs only
MSGCON makes several references to MRECV(), at processor rendezvous). However, as with most
rather than the PVM routine PVMFRECV(). Monte Carlo transport codes, processor rendezvous
Subroutine MRECV simply contains the call to are required for updating variance reduction parame-
PVMFRECV and is the only place that must be ters, updating statistical analysis tables, and providing
altered if the name ?VMFRECV changes, restart dumps. The communication required at each

(3) With version 3.X it was more difficult to integrate rendezvous can range from a few kilobytes to several
the master task and subtask coding into a single megabytes, depending on the application.
executable. Fortunately, th,,. PVMFPARENT rou-
tine fails for the master task, making it possible to Quantifying communication overhead will enable
distinguish it from the subtasks after enrollment, future versions of MCNP to optimize various com-

munication parameters (e.g rendezvous frequency)
so as to preserve virtual machine efficiency. To this
end, wall-clock timing calls were added to the MCNP
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MSGCON subroutine which handles all inter-task dominated by the sleep time and not by the tin_,,__pent
communication. The total time spent by the master on buffering or FORTRAN execution. UnfGrtunatt-l'..
task in this subroutine represents the total communi- it was not possible to distinguish the portion of sleep

cation overhead, To. This owrhead was separated into time resulting from the random nature of .MonteCarto
three categories: transport versus that corresponding to message tran-

sit. Figure 3 presents the overhead factors averaged
(1) Time spent on FORTRAN execution - additional o':er problems 8 and 9 (criticality problems). Not only

coding required for processor communication, are these overhead factors larger in magnitude, they
(2) Time spent on message buffering - execution also exhibit a nearly quadratic behavior with P. This

of routines like PVMFINITSEND, PVMFPACK, may be due to the large message lengths required for
PVMFUNPACK, etc. criticality applications. The final test problem was in-

(3) Time spent waiting for messages (sleep time) - ex- cluded to demonstrate communication saturation. In
ecution of the PVMFRECV routine. This includes this case, 200 processor rendezvous were required and
message transit time as well as the random nature the message lengths weresignificantly increased. With
of the di_erence in workload ccmpletion i,ime. the overhead factor approaching unity (see Fig. 4 for

P--16), the efficiency becomes unacceptable.
Noting T_ - T1/P, where P is the number of

processors, Eq. (3)can be written as In MCNP, the PVM master task initializes the
problem, spawns the subtasks, transports particles,

S = P/(1 + F) (4) collects the results, and writes the output files. Vir-
tual machine efficiency estimates were made from the

where F - P'To/T1 is the overhead factor. This factor following
may be greater than P since To is not included in Tl
and may in fact be greater than T1. The efficiency of E = TI/(Tj, * P) (6)
the the virtual machine becomes

where Tv=wall-ciock time for the PVM master task
E = S/P = 1/(1 + F) (5) to complete execution with P subtasks (note Tp =

T_, + To). Typical UNIX timing routines could not
Note as To -- TI, F -- P and the efficiency becomes be used to accurately measure Tv. User CPU time
I/P (when P_,l), a situation which mu,qt be avoided. "w_sted" during communication lag is not included in
As Fig. 1 indicates, an overhead factor approaching these routines and can be substantial. This sleep time
unity is even unacceptable, and a value less than .25 is accounted for in Tp by use of wall-clock timing on a
is most desirable. It is also worth noting that if To is dedicated system.
proportional to P, then F becomes proportional to pz
and the efficiency will decrease rapidly as P becomes Table 3 presents the results of these measured
large, times for each of the ten test problems. Figure 5

presents the average actual efficiency as given by Eq.
IV. MCNP4A EFFICIENCY (6), averaged over the first nine test problems (recall

the last problem was included to demonstrate commu-
Ten of the 25 problems included in the MCNP 4A nication saturation). Also given in Fig..5 is a pre-

test set were extracted for use in this analysis (note dieted average efficiency that results from Eq. (5),
these are not the same as those used in Ref. 4). An where the overhead factor, F, was calculated from es-
effort was made to choose problems that span various timates of To and Tl. Clearly, To is underestimated
MCNP applications (i.e., 3 neutron problems, 2 neu- as P becomes large. This indicates a deficiency in the
tron/photon problems, 2 photon/electron problems, wall-clock timing routines used to estimate To. These
and 3 criticality problems), see Table 2. Execution integer routines (with 1 second intervals) may not be
times were made sufficient to eliminate any effect of accurate enough for such estimates.
the sequential problem initializatior, time (i.e., T_ >
1500s and T, < 20s). From Figs. 2 and 3, one can estimate an average

proportionality constant (i.e., To/T1) relating F and
Figure 2 presents the overhead factors averaged P for MCNP 4A, assuming a linear relationship. This

over the first seven problems. Note the total overhead results in F ~ .01*P, and the average MCNP 4A e_-
factor appears proportional to P and not p2 (this may ciency curve, presented in Fig. 6, shows an acceptabl_
not hold for P_16). Also note the overhead factor is efficiency for systems up to 30-50 processors.
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V. FUTURE WORK of data since the last successful rendezvous. Clearly.
a loss of the master task processor poses the larg,'st

Having defined the communication overhead fac- obstacle to complete fault tolerance.
tot and related it to system efficiency, MCNP ren-
de:vous frequency algorithms can be developed such REFERENCES
that system efficiency is preserved. With measure-
ments of To and T_ at each rendezvous, the overhead 1. "MCNP TM - A Gener,_l Monte Carlo N-Particle

factor can be estimated as F ._ To/[Tp-To] (substitut- Transport Code, Version 4A," J. F. Briesmeister.
ing TI=T,_*P and Tp=T,_+To in the definition for Editor, LA-12625-M, Los Alamos National Labo-
F). The rendezvous frequency can then be adjusted to ratory (1993).
ensure this factor never exceeds .25, corresponding to
an efficiency of 80% (see Fig. 1). 2. A. GEIST et al., "PVM 3 User's Guide and Refer-

ence Manual," ORNL/TM-12187, Oak Ridge Na-

Inherent load-balancing schemes are of interest for tional Laboratory. (May 1993).
non-homogeneous virtual machines. With the current
implementation in MCNP, speedup is limited by the 3. J. S. Hendricks et al., 'Comparison of Scientific
slowest CPU (i.e., equal work is assigned to each pro- Computing Platforrm for MCNP4A Monte Carlo
cessor). By reducing the granularity of task assign- Calculations," To be Published, Nucl. Sci. & Eng.
ments and delegating _,he master task to only task (April 1994).
assignment/result collection, inherent load-balancing
can be achieved. Whether the efficiency gamed by such 4. G. W. McKinney et al., "Multiprocessing MCNP
load-balancing is greater than that lost to increased on an IBM RS/6000 Cluster," Trans. Am. Nucl.
communication is yet to be determined. Soc., {}8, 212 (1993).

Fault tolerance is also of interest for virtual ma, 5. G. W. McKinney, "Multiprocessing Monte Carlo

chines. Automatic recovery from the loss of one or Codes on Distributed and Common Memory Corn-
more processors adds signifi,.ant appeal to the use of puter Systems," Ph.D. Thesis, University of Wash-
such systems. Currently, MCNP fault tolerance is lira- ington (April 198"/).
ited, requiring a manual restart and resulting in a loss
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TABLE 1

OUTI, INE OF THE MCNP FORTRAN ROUTINE MSGCON

subroutine msgcon(mm)
c handle all distributed memory multiprocessing communication

C

c > > > > > man ---- I - initialize multiprocessing
10 if(mynum.gt.O)go to 160

C

c master task - initiate subtasks.

call minit(ntasks- t,k)

C

c subtasks- receivecommon blockdatafrom mastertask.

160 callmrecv(ms(O),i)

C

c >> >>> mm m 2 --divide workload equallyamong tasks

200 if(mynum.gt.O)goto30

nppmnn

if(nn.ne.O)return
C

c mastertask- findthenext rendezvouspoint

if(ns.gt.O)npd= lO00*max(1,nint(ctme*60.*nps/max(one,cts)llO000.))

C

c subtasks- calculatenps and npp fromnc().

300 callmrecv(ms(O),i)

C

c >>>>> mm --_ 3 - get task data from subtasks, update to current nps
350 nO=nps

nl-nrrs

if(mynum.gt.0)go to 500
c
c master task - save its own task data first.

callvtask

C

c subtasks- senddatatomastertask.
500 callmsndi
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TABLE 2

PROBLEM SUITE USED TO ESTIMATE MCNP EFFICIENCY

Problem Test Set _ Description Problem Type Particles*

[ 5 Fusion Toroidal Tokamak Neutron 250,000

2 12 Nuclear Oil-Well Logging Neutron 300,000
3 15 Lattice-in-lattice Neutron 2,400,000

4 10 Toroidal Geometry Neutron/Photon 300,000
5 11 Super Pretzel Torus Neutron/Photon 1,000,000

6 20 Complex Slab Geometry Electron/Photon 1,800,000
7 23 Detector Chip Photon/Electron 460,000

8 18 Hexagonal Reactor Core Criticality 190,000
19,000@10"*

9 24 I5X15 Reactor Core Criticality 180,000
18,000@I0

i0 9 Complicated Box Geometry Criticality 4,000,000
20,000@200

* Total number of particles simulated.
** Read as 19,000 particles per cycle with 10 total cycles.

TABLE 3

VIRTUAL MACHINE EXECUTION TIMES IN SECONDS

Number Test Problem
of

Processors I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 Variable

I 24531.3 24451.1 22854.5 24101.5 25148.7 23,386.4 22456.9 24122.9 23209.2 23676.6 T_

4 6417.4 6629.6 5769.2 6205.6 6482.6 5923.8 5726.1 6319.1 6075.5 8776.4 Tp
227 497 46 94 114 67 70 129 133 1517 To

8 3362.8 3656.7 2934.9 3232.4 33,57.3 3018.0 2932.5 3454.3 3302.7 7813.6 Tp
199 603 79 141 133 71 83 178 182 2396 To

12 2355.4 2608.8 2042.9 2255.8 2347.0 2099.3 2016.2 2628.4 2505.4 9261.5 T_
216 508 137 149 154 128 96 211 24S 3355 To

16 1803.3 2148.7 1570.7 1740.4 1825.3 1610.6 1555.7 2261.8 2161.9 11458 Tp
196 582 129 133 146 127 104 307 307 5585 To

HcK£nney 6
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tron/Photon Problems. versus Number of Processors.
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